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Introduction
A new regional body – the Pacific Islands Develop-

convene the Pacific islands Development Forum in

ment Forum (PIDF) – was inaugurated at an inter-

2013.

national conference organized and hosted by the
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Fiji Government on 5 – 7 August, 2013 and at-

The EWTP was a Fiji-led regional process that had

tended by around 300 delegates. The conference

evolved since 2010, in reaction to its suspension

theme was “Leadership, Innovation and Partner-

from the Pacific Islands Forum. The first EWTP

ship for Green/Blue Pacific Economies” and aimed

meeting had occurred by default in 2010 in place of

to advance the vision of a “United, Distinctive and

a cancelled summit of the Melanesian Spearhead

Sustainable Pacific Society.” The following report

Group (MSG) at which the Fijian Prime Minister was

examines the processes and outcomes of this event

due to assume chairmanship of the sub-regional

and provides a preliminary analysis of its signifi-

body. The Fiji Government’s intention was to turn

cance to Pacific regionalism, as well as to the devel-

the MSG meeting into a broader gathering dubbed

opment agenda of Pacific island countries. It begins

MSG-Plus. This plan was scuttled at the last min-

with an overview of the origins and background of

ute, reportedly due to Australian pressure on out-

the PIDF.

going MSG Chair (the Prime Minister of Vanuatu)
who cancelled the meeting on the grounds of a non-

Background

democratically elected leader being unsuitable to
assume this position.

The immediate antecedents to the PIDF lie in a
2012 “Engaging with the Pacific Leaders (EWTP)”

The “Natadola Communiqué” issued at the end of

Meeting, attended by leaders and representatives

the 2010 summit established the tone and focus for

from Pacific island states and territories. It was at

what would become the EWTP and later the PIDF.

this gathering that agreement was reached to

This emphasized the need for new modes of region-
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alism, new international partnerships, as well as

derscored (and gave impetus to) Fiji’s determina-

the EWTP meeting, within a few months the Fiji

new development approaches and new diplomatic

tion to assert the PSIDS membership as the pri-

Government had approved the PIDF as a successor

strategies to support these. From the outset it was

mary basis for regional solidarity and cooperation,

arrangement to the EWTP process. Based on a se-

made clear that the EWTP would emphasize Pacific

which would be carried forward to the global level

cretariat established within the Fiji Government’s

Small Island Developing States (PSIDS) as the core

through the EWTP process.

Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Coop-

membership. (This also included Timor-Leste and

eration, work began to more fully articulate the role

later Pacific non-self-governing territories). Pacific

The momentum continued with the third EWTP

and purpose of the PIDF and to promote this to the

regionalism would find its strength in shared inter-

Leaders meeting in Nadi in 2012, which now also

region (governments, civil society, CROP agencies,

ests and common concerns around sustainable

included New Caledonia. As mentioned earlier, this

private sector).

development and by renewing “special cultural

meeting resolved to convene the Pacific Islands

bonds” and “regional kinships.” For Fiji, the under-

Development Forum, alongside the next Engaging

In promoting the PIDF, Fiji Government officials

lying agenda was also to mobilize Pacific island en-

with the Pacific Leaders meeting. The proposed

maintained that there was a need for the Pacific to

dorsement for the Bainimarama government’s

PIDF aimed to bring together leaders from key sec-

“get our act together in the region if we want to

“roadmap to democracy.“

tors in order to advance “green economic policies.”

make an effective contribution to the (UN’s) Asia

The concept of Green Economy – which had been

Pacific Group.” The PIDF would not have any politi-

Despite being dismissed by some observers as a

evolving over several years and was given promi-

cal or security role, but would be “totally focused

short-lived irrelevance (see Michael Field,

nence at the 2012 Rio Plus 20 Summit – empha-

on the Green Economy and sustainable develop-

“Natadola – the Disappearing Communique,”), the

sized partnerships among governments, civil soci-

ment.” Moreover it would represent and comprise

EWTP meeting attracted a large number of partici-

ety, communities and the private sector. Three or-

“only Pacific people and values.” (These comments

pants to its second conference in September 2011.

ganizations that made presentations to the 2012

were made to a briefing of USP staff in March

There was also a broadening of its agenda to in-

EWTP meeting around this theme were UNESCAP

2013).

clude self-determination (in this case for French

(United Nations Economic and Social Council for

Polynesia which attended for the first time). Refer-

Asia and the Pacific), IUCN (International Union for

The inaugural PIDF summit was scheduled for early

ences to the “blue/ green economy” appeared for

the Conservation of Nature) and PIPSO (Pacific

August 2013 and planning was undertaken by a

the first time, and the meeting endorsed the re-

Islands Private Sector Organization). All three or-

committee comprising the Fiji Government (mainly

gion’s preparations for the 2012 Rio Plus 20 World

ganizations would become part of the Steering

Ministry of Foreign Affairs but including other de-

Summit on Sustainable Development. It is signifi-

Committee formed by the Fiji Government to con-

partments), PIPSO, UNESCAP, IUCN and the Solo-

cant that just prior to this EWTP meeting, the

ceptualize and plan the formation of the PIDF.

mon Islands High Commission in Suva.

Planning the PIDF

Participation/ Timing/ Funding

Although initially conceived as a parallel event to

In the planning process it was envisaged that par-

United Nations adopted a new regional configuration that recognized Pacific Small Island Developing States as part of the Asia Group within the UN
(renamed in brief the Asia Pacific Group). This un-
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ticipating countries would be all Pacific island coun-

fact attend. It was apparent that some countries

Global Summit of Small Islands Developing States.

tries and territories (including Timor-Leste). Ob-

were hesitant to accept their invitations, at least

None of these countries had previously partici-

servers would include existing regional organiza-

until they knew who else would be attending. The

pated in the EWTP meetings (Palau apparently still

tions, UN agencies, private sector and NGO um-

hesitancy on the part of some established regional

does not have diplomatic relations with Fiji). Of the

brella groups, academic institutions and

partners (such as Japan and the United States)

four, Samoa was the only government to openly

“development partners.” The latter was intended to

pointed to a reluctance to give endorsement to the

criticize the meeting. (see http://

encompass as many countries as possible, both

PIDF and thereby undermine the Pacific Islands

www.radioaustralia.net.au/international/2013-08-

current and potential partner states. Other inter-

Forum as the key political body through which they

08/inaugural-meeting-of-the-pacific-islands-

ested organizations and individuals were also wel-

engaged with the region. In the end they all at-

development-forum-ends-with-allegations-of-

come to request observer status.

tended – about 30 countries from Europe, Africa,

sabotage/1173012).

Latin America, North America, Asia and the Pacific.
From the outset there was some ambivalence

Those “partners” with diplomatic missions in Fiji

The absence of the PNG Prime Minister also be-

about the inclusion of the Pacific Islands Forum

were represented by their resident ambassadors.

came an object of some speculation. It was sug-

(and Secretariat). It is perhaps not surprising that

Those without missions sent diplomats from

gested that the PNG Prime Minister had been of-

the PIFS was the only key regional “CROP” (Council

neighbouring missions in Australia or New Zealand

fended by remarks made by the Fiji Prime Minister

of Regional Organizations in the Pacific) agency not

or special envoys. This included special envoys of

and Fiji Foreign Minister criticizing Australia’s pol-

represented at the PIDF inaugural summit.

the governments of Russia and China, who each

icy of re-settling asylum seekers in PNG (as a de-

Whether or not they were invited remains subject

made statements to the summit pledging their re-

terrent to the flow of boat people heading for Aus-

to some dispute. But it is also significant that the

spective governments support for the PSIDS and

tralia) and had subsequently decided against at-

PIDF summit occurred in the same week as the

the PIDF.

tending. However the PIDF meeting coincided with
Mr O’Neil’s official visit to New Zealand, presuma-

meeting at the Forum Secretariat of the Pacific
Plan Action Committee (PPAC) and, following from

Perhaps of most importance was the attendance of

bly planned well ahead. Moreover, the PNG Prime

that, the Forum Officials Committee. In what could

Pacific island countries. Of the invitees who ac-

Minister did not feature on earlier drafts of the Con-

be seen as a parallel – if not competing – process,

cepted, five sent heads of government/heads of

ference program. It was the PNG Minister for Na-

the PPAC (which comprised members of the PIF)

state or deputies (Timor-Leste, Solomon Islands,

tional Planning who was on the program and who

was meeting to receive the report of the Team that

Nauru, Kiribati and Federated States of Microne-

chaired one of the sessions. (see Program at:

had been tasked with reviewing the Pacific Plan and

sia). The rest sent Ministers and diplomatic repre-

www.pacificidf.org).

drawing up a more relevant framework for regional-

sentatives. There were four members of the Pacific

ism and regional integration.

Islands Forum who were conspicuous by their ab-

In terms of funding, a press statement released in

sence: Cook Islands, Samoa, Niue and Palau. Two

advance of the meeting by the Fiji Government re-

In the lead-up to the August PIDF it was not clear

of these (Samoa and Palau) are members of the UN

vealed that the governments of Kuwait, China and

how many countries invited as observers would in

PSIDS group and Samoa will host next year’s

the United Arab Emirates had provided financial
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support (totalling US$689,000), along with a num-

NGOs of inclusive and environmentally sustainable

innovation towards achieving the Blue/Green econ-

ber of “local business houses.”

development, at the grass-roots, national and re-

omy appeared to resonate strongly with confer-

gional levels. There was some disagreement and

ence participants, by highlighting the potential role

confusion voiced during the discussions of the pre-

for traditional knowledge and technologies. This

cise meanings of Blue and Green economy. For the

provoked a somewhat passionate response from

The format of the PIDF conference combined an

Kiribati President, one simply referred to the ma-

Marshall Islands government minister, Tony deBrum

unconventional mix of diplomatic protocol and

rine zone and the other to the terrestrial zone, and

(part of which is reproduced below from notes

creative informality. This owed much to the make-

the extent to which these were developed in an en-

taken during the session):

up of the participants: from state leaders and politi-

vironmentally sustainable and inclusive manner.

cians to academics, business leaders, diplomats

However it was recognized by the conference that

“For too long we have accepted down as normal;

and civil society representatives. There was less

there was a need for further clarification and repre-

we have accepted small as normal; we have ac-

room for formal interventions and more for per-

sentatives from the University of the South Pacific

cepted prescriptions of our development part-

sonal or individual reflections and responses. The

offered to provide a paper on this.

ners as normal – that we must do what we are

Procedures/Presentations

bulk of the program comprised plenary sessions

told to do, not what we want to do. I came to this

addressing the conference theme: Leadership, In-

Throughout the presentations and discussions, a

meeting in the hope that the PIDF will make up for

novation and Partnerships, however half a day was

number of things stood out. There was an empha-

that deficiency in our development; where solu-

set aside for parallel sessions based on key eco-

sis on infusing the PIDF with a “distinctive Pacific

tions to our development problems can be

nomic sectors or policy areas (seven in all). Each of

voice” – evident by the opening audio-visual pres-

reached quickly without multitudes of expensive

the parallel sessions had designated facilitators

entation of the South Pacific Creed (see

consultants. The world needs alternative energy

(from government, CROP agencies, private sector

www.Pacificidf.org). Speakers – especially national

technology. This is something that can fit into the

and civil society) and each was tasked with coming

leaders – repeated the call for a “new development

agenda of this meeting. We need to do something

up with a short list of policy recommendations and

paradigm,” based around a “distinctive Pacific

new about climate change. It is frustrating to Pa-

actions that would make a difference in advancing

model of green growth in blue economies.” There

cific island countries that hardly anything has

the Blue/Green economy. These recommendations

were frequent references to the need to “step out-

been done in that area. This organization can

are contained the Conference Outcomes Docu-

side the box” and to reject “business as usual.” On

take the lead in that and stop the rhetoric. PIDF

ments.

the whole there was a view that PSIDS needed to

must be outcome driven.”

take greater ownership over the development procBoth the plenary sessions (including keynotes and

ess and, in the words of Prime Minister Xanana

panels) as well as the parallel sessions aimed to

Gusmão, to be “agents of our own change.”

The way forward
In the final session, which addressed future institu-

highlight “best practices” from across the region
and beyond in the area of Blue/Green economy –

A presentation by Fijian entrepreneur Colin Philp on

tional and governance arrangements for the PIDF,

initiatives by governments, private sector and

sustainable shipping (using wind/sail power) as an

the way forward was mapped out by Fiji’s Perma-
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nent Secretary for Foreign Affairs. In what had been

tion. (Kiribati suggested Pacific Islands Sustainable

dent by the large number of states attending the

touted as a surprise announcement by the Fijian

Development Forum, but there appeared to be little

PIDF conference that normally have no presence at

PM (but probably surprised few) it was revealed

support for this.)

other Pacific regional forums. It is also an expres-

that leaders had agreed to establish a PIDF Secre-

sion of the disaffection and disillusion among Pa-

tariat, based in Fiji but no longer within the Ministry

The Conference was closed formally by the Fijian

cific island countries with the prevailing regional

of Foreign Affairs. It was later reported that the

PM who used the occasion to again assert the dis-

order and the development outcomes it has deliv-

Governments of Russia, China and Kuwait had of-

tinctive Pacific voice and identity of the PIDF: that

ered (or failed to deliver).

fered to contribute to the costs of the Secretariat,

this was an initiative “by Pacific islanders, for Pa-

which would operate out of Fiji Government quar-

cific islanders.” According to PM Bainimarama, the

The Outcomes Document underscores a widely

ters in Suva. The Secretariat staff would be drawn

PIDF was a genuine expression of the Pacific Way

held view that new approaches are needed to meet

from the PIDF member countries, on secondment/

of consultation and consensus and would be the

the challenges posed by climate change as well as

attachment from Government, Civil Society and the

antithesis of expensive top down bureaucracy. It

to address other social and economic problems.

Private Sector. A Working Group also representa-

would operate, instead, according to the principle

This is reflected in the declared need to assert a

tive of these various sectors would be established

of “less is more,” where the goal would be to “live

Pacific model of “green growth.” How this trans-

to develop the longer term institutional framework

within our means.”

lates into policy at the local and national levels re-

ahead of the next PIDF meeting (which the Fijian
PM promised would be held in 2014, at a place and

mains to be seen, but the PIDF was an attempt to
Assessment

time yet to be decided).

showcase what was possible (both through the
Conference presentations and on the sidelines with

Although described on a number of occasions by

the Pacific Green Growth Expo). In this context, the

It was also announced that the work program of the

PM Bainimarama as a development forum, not a

PIDF may well become the driver of the Green

PIDF secretariat would be developed inter-sessionally

political forum, there can be no denying the political

Growth development agenda in the Pacific.

and circulated to PIDF countries for endorsement.

significance of the PIDF. Moreover, while questions

One of the priorities was to agree on language and

and uncertainties surround its future structure,

The PIDF may also become the principal interlocu-

indicators for the “Ten Big Things” necessary to

processes and outputs, there seems little doubt

tor for Pacific island states at the UN, based on its

achieve Blue/Green Pacific economies (See Out-

that the PIDF has sufficient support – both within

claim to represent the Pacific sub-region of the

comes Document, pp.3-4). In response to this

the region and beyond – to carry it forward. The

UN’s Asia Pacific Group (minus Samoa and Palau).

roadmap, country representatives made a number

PIDF could not have occurred without the Fiji Gov-

This will involve formalizing links with relevant

of comments and suggestions, including the need

ernment’s leadership, but it resonates with broader

groups and agencies – including the successor to

for further consideration of the financial implica-

regional concerns and trends. While a direct out-

the UN Commission on Sustainable Development

tions of the PIDF, the need for clearer terms of ref-

come of Fiji’s suspension from the Pacific islands

(the High Level Forum on Sustainable Develop-

erence guiding participation of various stake-

Forum, the PIDF is a “product” of the new fluidity in

ment). In this role, there is obvious overlap with the

holders, and revisiting the name of the organiza-

the international relations of the Pacific region, evi-

work of the Pacific Islands Forum Secretariat and it
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is not clear how this will be resolved, especially in
the lead-up to the 2014 Global Conference on Small
Islands Developing States, scheduled to take place
in Samoa.
The PIDF reflects a new dynamism that has characterized Pacific regionalism over the past few years,
and that has challenged the established donor-
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